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Brief of new features developed during H1 2020



All information related to the past or the ongoing voyages are

automatically imported by METIS. Such a functionality enables

detailed and accurate performance evaluation on a per voyage, trip

or leg granularity. METIS imports all related information through

interconnection with the ERP or any other system (e.g. email).

Having all necessary voyage data available, analysis and drill down 

to the required information is more accessible than ever.  METIS 

provides detailed metrics and KPIs that enable executives of a 

shipping company to evaluate the performance, identify the areas 

of concern, perform route cause analysis, quantify the effect and be 

able to make justified decisions in order to optimize the vessels’ 

operation. 

VOYAGE MANAGEMENT

A new functionality through which ship owners/managers can

predict F.O. consumption and E.T.A. by altering parameters

such as speed, draft, departure, destination location & arrival

window. A valuable tool that helps, as an example, to

determine the optimum speed based on the expected weather

conditions in order to meet the agreed time or consumption

terms. All the above in regard to actual or even virtual

voyages

IMPORT, ANALYSIS,  EVALUATION & PLANNING

Automated import of Voyages, Trips, Legs

Voyage Analysis & Evaluation

Virtual Scenario Generation



All information related to the past or the ongoing voyages are

automatically imported by METIS. Such a functionality enables

detailed and accurate performance evaluation on a per voyage, trip

or leg granularity. METIS imports all related information through

interconnection with the ERP or any other system (e.g. email).

VOYAGE ANALYSIS
IMPORT, ANALYSIS,  EVALUATION & PLANNING

Automated import of Voyages, Trips, Legs



ROUTING, WEATHER LAYERS, 

ALERTS & REPORTING

We have recently implemented enhanced routing functionality that reflects real-

world navigation, providing the ability of including/excluding canals, ECA / Piracy

zones, shallow water areas etc., and even selecting Great Circle or Straight-Line

navigation. In any case the user has multiple options available in order to create the

route he desires in just one click.

New functionality that projects the

latest weather conditions regarding

wind speed and wave height as

overlays on top of the standard

map. This information is enabled /

disabled on demand and is

provided additionally to already

available layers such as ECA &

Piracy zones.

Enhanced routing options

Weather - Wind & 

Waves map overlays 

Our alert & notification system is

enriched with one more event. In

the case that METIS identifies a

period for which there is no AIS

data a notification is generated and

sent to the designated recipient

through the selected channel (SMS,

email, Teams…) in order to

investigate the issue.

AIS connection loss 

notification alert

We have recently implemented the local noon event in the METIS platform. This

event enables our customers to automate the generation and delivery of the noon

report or any other analysis according to the noon time of the vessel at each

specific geographic location (local noon time).

Local Noon Event – Automated Noon Report 



Charter Party Agreement
MONITOR PERFORMANCE – PREVENT DISCREPANCIES

METIS monitors the operational parameters and evaluates the vessels’

performance in contrast to the agreed Charter Party contract.

Fuel Consumption for the M/E & the DGs as well as the vessel’s speed 

are monitored in ballast and laden conditions.

Weather conditions, maneuvering states and all other remarks 

contained in the CPA are taken into consideration. 



MACHINERY MONITORING &  

CONDITION ASSESSMENT

Main Engine & 

Diesel Generators 

Live Dashboards

The newly developed Live Dashboards functionality provides real-time remote

monitoring and condition assessment of the critical machinery equipment

onboard. Now with Live Dashboards, specifically developed for the Main

Engine and the Diesel Generators, the engineers ashore have easy access to

accurate & valuable information such as:

- Variation of main operating & performance parameters versus time for

selected time intervals (i.e. trend analysis etc.)

- Comparison with reference condition (shop tests and/or sea trials)

- ISO Correction for specific performance parameters and guaranteed values

(i.e. SFOC, Exhaust Gas Temperatures etc.)

Real-Time monitoring of operational & performance parameters



MACHINERY MONITORING &  

CONDITION ASSESSMENT

The technical department ashore can have real time monitoring of the

ballasting/de-ballasting operation as well as the most significant KPIs such as:

- Operation modes (Ballasting, De-ballasting, OFF, Emergency, etc.)

- System’s performance/operation parameters

- Ballast water’s parameters (Pressure, Temperature, Salinity)

- System’s Alarms

Exhaust Gas Cleaning System (Scrubbers)

Live Dashboard

Ballast Water Treatment System

Live Dashboard

METIS provides real-time monitoring for all types of scrubbers and evaluates

all the required parameters such as the following:

- Exhaust Gas (Pressure & Temperatures)

- Sea Water (Pressure, Temperature & Flow)

- Critical values according to IMO requirements:

- Operation mode (global / harbor) and evaluation of actual emissions to air

(SO2/CO2) according to IMO requirements

Real-Time monitoring of operational & performance parameters

Ensure Proper Operation  and Regulatory Compliance



A necessary tool for data scientists, business analysts,

data engineers and all others who would like to have a

closer view of the acquired data. METIS provides the

functionality as a Web application that enables the

creation and sharing of documents with live executable

code, visualizations and text. Potential use cases include:

- Data cleaning and transformation

- Numerical simulation

- Statistical modeling

- Data visualization

- Machine learning and much more

The service comes with an API library to connect to the

METIS platform.

Python Notebooks as a Service

DATA ANALYSIS

TOOLS

Visual representation of time series signals using

new graphical mechanism has been

incorporated in all backend services. The

visualization of data becomes even more flexible

and functional across all aspects of the platform.

Time Series Graphs
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